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Abstract: The standard HEVC codec and its extension for coding multiview videos, known as MV-
HEVC, have proven to deliver improved visual quality compared to its predecessor, H.264/MPEG-4
AVC’s multiview extension, H.264-MVC, for the same frame resolution with up to 50% bitrate savings.
MV-HEVC’s framework is similar to that of H.264-MVC, which uses a multi-layer coding approach.
Hence, MV-HEVC would require all frames from other reference layers decoded prior to decoding
a new layer. Thus, the multi-layer coding architecture would be a bottleneck when it comes to
quicker frame streaming across different views. In this paper, an HEVC-based Frame Interleaved
Stereo/Multiview Video Codec (HEVC-FISMVC) that uses a single layer encoding approach to
encode stereo and multiview video sequences is presented. The frames of stereo or multiview video
sequences are interleaved in such a way that encoding the resulting monoscopic video stream would
maximize the exploitation of temporal, inter-view, and cross-view correlations and thus improving
the overall coding efficiency. The coding performance of the proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec is
assessed and compared with that of the standard MV-HEVC’s performance for three standard multi-
view video sequences, namely: “Poznan_Street”, “Kendo” and “Newspaper1”. Experimental results
show that the proposed codec provides more substantial coding gains than the anchor MV-HEVC for
coding both stereo and multi-view video sequences.

Keywords: texture 3D videos; multiview video coding; stereo video codec; HEVC; MV-HEVC;
frame-interleaved video coding

1. Introduction

In recent years 3D video entertainment market has grown enormously, however, the
application of 3D videos is not limited to multimedia purposes alone. Three-dimensional
videos are employed in immersive video conferencing, e-learning, cloud-based multimedia
services, real-time surveillance, automation, robotics, and machine vision [1]. Multi-view
videos are generated by using geometrically aligned and synchronized multiple cameras,
which capture the same scene simultaneously. The vast amount of visual information
contained in multi-view videos largely constitutes their demand for huge storage space,
higher transmission bandwidth over a communication channel, and greater computational
power for coding [2]. The bitrate for encoding the views of the multi-view videos individu-
ally, using monoscopic codecs, increases approximately linearly with the number of views,
hence efficient compression techniques are necessary for such applications [3]. Unlike
single-view video codecs, texture-based multi-view video codecs employ scene geometry
implicitly, through disparity prediction and compensation across views, to efficiently com-
press stereo/multi-view videos. Stereo/multi-view video codecs extensively use disparity
prediction/compensation (DPC) and motion prediction/compensation (MPC) techniques,
which are designed to exploit the inter-view and temporal correlations, respectively [3,4].
In addition to DPC and MPC techniques, stereo and multi-view video codecs are provided
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with advanced coding tools, such as hierarchical B picture (HBP) prediction structure,
variable block-size motion estimation (ME), and disparity estimation (DE), to improve the
coding efficiency. Standard 3D video codecs use the principle of combining temporal and
inter-view prediction techniques to improve the coding performance. Numerous coding
standards such as: H.264/AVC, MPEG 3DAV, H.264/MVC, and MV-HEVC, have been
developed over the years to efficiently compress multi-view videos [5–8]. In [9], authors
explored features and challenges with designing 3D virtual conferencing tools considering
user experience, where virtual reality is employed for interacting with screen-based 3D con-
ference environments. The mixed resolution multi-view video transmission was considered
one of the solutions to overcome 3D video transmission bandwidth limitation challenges.
An approach for the synchronized mixing of real-time audio/video streams from multiple
peers while minimizing latency was presented in [10]. This method allows online live
conversation system implementation of mixed live conversation streams from many peers
and then again rebroadcast the mixed stream to many audiences. In [11], a Fuzzy based
adaptive deblocking filter-based method for low-bitrate HEVC video transmission was
presented. Authors demonstrated that transmission of complex videos at low bitrates
induces visible artifacts to the decoded video and considerably degrades the picture quality.
They introduced a four-step fuzzy-based adaptive deblocking filter selection technique to
remove the quantization noise, blocking artifacts and corner outliers efficiently from HEVC
decode videos. They demonstrated the effectiveness of their method using simulation.
Their results show that their method’s videos demonstrate higher objective quality in
terms of PSNR and subjective quality. In [12] a model with two phases network-related
settings (NRS) and video-related settings (VRS) for video transmission over mobile net-
works was introduced. The limitation of the mobile transmission link and the constraints
of real-time video transmission were studied. The author used five distinct transcoding
algorithms, including MPEG-4, H.264, H.265, VP8, and VP9, and assessed the contribution
of the transmission links and transcoding techniques for optimum video transmission in
terms of QoS and QoE. The presented simulation results show that the LTE network users
frequently achieve a greater data rate, PSNR, SSIM, and lowest loss rate, regardless of the
type of their used video compression methods. A view-dependent video encapsulation
method was reported in [13]. The proposed method creates videos with different reso-
lutions from the input video, generating a mixed-resolution MP4 with multiple tracks,
which forms an encapsulated mixed-resolution file according to the user’s viewport. The
authors demonstrated that the proposed method could provide full-resolution video within
the field of the view at significantly lower bandwidth without much noticeable quality
impacts. In [14] a structure and characteristics of the bandwidth-efficient stereoscopic 3D
broadcasting system, which uses the video resolution asymmetry between the left and right
eye views, known as mixed-resolution, to save the bitrate, was presented. The authors
demonstrated that the proposed system’s video has a satisfactory objective and subjective
quality when the proper bitrate is allocated. In [15], a view synthesis quality mapping for
depth-based super-resolution on mixed resolution 3D video method was reported. The
proposed method uses a mixed-resolution architecture to code the videos, where the center
view is coded at its full resolution, and its neighboring views and depth map of all views
are coded at a lower resolution. The authors showed that their method achieves superior
results to that of the depth-based super resolution up sampling method. A combination
of spatial mix-resolution frame interleaving for stereo and multi-view video compression
has been further investigated in [16–18]. Although the standard multiview video codecs
are designed to efficiently code various 3D video applications, they still fail to fulfill the
requirement for multi-view video transmission at lesser bandwidth and computation costs.
Whereas today’s wireless and low-cost digital data transmission channels often operate at
a much lower bitrate and most of the applications use high definition (HD) and ultra-high
definition (UHD) videos. The objective of the research reported in this paper is to develop a
less complex texture-based stereo/multi-view video codec by analyzing the coding process
and prediction structures of standard HEVC codec.
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Various stereo/multi-view video coding techniques have been developed to address
the standard multi-view video codec’s shortcomings. An analysis of different combinations
of temporal and inter-view prediction techniques was conducted by Merkle et al. [19],
for multi-view video compression technique based on the standard H.264/AVC video
codec. Their results revealed that the efficiency of inter-view/temporal prediction combi-
nations strongly depends on the properties of the multi-view video sequences and adding
inter-view reference pictures for disparity prediction/compensation could increase the
achieved coding gain. Over the last decade, the introduction of H.264/AVC and its multi-
view extension, H.264-MVC, has attracted the interest of many researchers towards further
developing advanced stereo/multi-view video codecs; however, the challenging aspects of
these techniques have been to deal with inherent computational complexity and high band-
width requirement, due to the nature of the multi-view videos. Many coding techniques
have been proposed based on motion vector quantization, flexible group of pictures (GoP)
structures that can adapt to different characteristics of multi-view videos, estimating motion
homogeneity by calculating the difference in horizontal and vertical motion vectors for com-
plex motions, and an adaptive search window range algorithm by calculating differences
between the prediction vectors [20,21]. The results from MVC-based stereo/multi-view
video coding techniques have shown that increasing the number of inter-view predictions
effectively reduces the required bitrates [21,22]. Another way of coding stereo video is
using asymmetric resolution coding techniques, where the video quality of the additional
views is reduced by scaling down the resolution spatially or temporally. Asymmetric
video coding techniques benefit from the human visual system’s tolerance to suppressed
high-frequency components and reduced resolution in one of the views. Coding efficiency
for different scaling levels and resolutions for the stereo videos was studied in [23,24], the
coding performance of these techniques was found to be close to that of the standard multi-
view video coding technique, while they were able to deliver higher subjective qualities.
A subjective study on the visual quality of the decoded video frames of asymmetric and
symmetric stereo videos was conducted in [25] using H.264/MVC codec. Their results
showed that asymmetric video frames exhibit superior visual quality to those of symmetric
videos at high bitrates, with compression efficiency close to that of H.264/MVC codec.

An inter-view motion vector prediction method was proposed in [26] to improve the
coding efficiency of the dependent views by using previously encoded motion information
of the reference views using temporal motion vector prediction. This method calculates a
global disparity vector by accessing a look-up table generated from disparity vectors of the
previously encoded frames. Then the global disparity vector is used to adjust the motion
field of inter-view reference pictures. A multi-view video compression scheme using HEVC
monoscopic codec was proposed in [27], the prediction structure of this technique closely
matches that of H.264/AVC-based multi-view video codec with minimized prediction
signaling. A less complex but improved motion and inter-view prediction multi-view
video codec using HEVC was proposed in [28], which uses vector scaling for the targeted
prediction units. In addition, it uses decision choices for selecting prediction candidates
from co-located units in the reference frame to track the neighboring unit motion/disparity
vector and identify a unit vector that can be used as the source of prediction (nested
prediction). Although this method adds complexity for finding the best match in multi-
view motion/disparity prediction, it does not produce significant coding gain to that of the
standard MV-HEVC.

From the literature, it is evident that researchers have mainly investigated techniques
that adapt the standard monoscopic and multi-view video codecs to encode stereo/multi-
view videos. So far, the modification mostly encompasses changing the resolution of video
frames and improving the motion/disparity estimation/compensation unit of the codec.
However, an investigation into techniques, which enables the exploitation of cross-frame
(also called as lateral frame) along with inter-view and temporal correlations for stereo
and multi-view video coding, have been less reported in the literature. In this paper, an
HEVC-based frame interleaved stereo/multi-view video codec is presented. The proposed
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codec applies a novel frame interleaving technique on the stereo/multi-view video frames
to increase the exploitation of cross-frame, temporal and inter-view correlations. The coding
performance of the proposed codec is assessed and compared with that of the standard
MV-HEVC using three standard multi-view video datasets. Experimental results show the
merit of the proposed technique. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
outlines the framework of the proposed stereo/multi-view video codec. Section 3 presents
the experimental results and finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. HEVC Based Frame Interleaved Stereo and Multiview Video Coding Technique

The extension of the HEVC for code multi-view videos, known as MV-HEVC, uses
a framework similar to the multi-view extension of H.264/ MPEG-4 AVC, namely H.264-
MVC. In contrast to H.264-MVC, which uses a single loop coding approach, MV-HEVC
uses a multi-loop decoding technique. Hence, MV-HEVC requires decoding all the encoded
reference layers, prior to decoding a new layer. It also uses a layered representation for
encoding multi-view videos, this layer encoding dependency significantly increases the
decoding complexity of the MV-HEVC codec [29,30]. In this section, an HEVC-based Frame
Interleaved Stereo/Multi-view video codec (HEVC-FISMVC), which uses a single layer
encoding approach, is presented. The proposed frame interleaving algorithm reorders
video frames in such a fashion that the resulting monoscopic video sequence has two
consequent frames of each view next to each other, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed
HEVC-FISMVC codec’s frame interleaving algorithm’s contour is shown by red dotted
lines in Figure 1, for two-view (stereo) and three-view scenario multiview videos. From
Figure 1a,b, the interleaving technique starts and completes the frame reordering at the left-
and center-view for stereo and multiview video frames, respectively. This is to ensure that
the I-frames are always from the left-view frame (L) for stereo videos and the center view
frame (M) for multiview video frames. Figure 1a shows the frame interleaving algorithm’s
design for stereo video frames, where the algorithm’s contour starts from the left view
frame and selects the next frame from the right view, and from then two consecutive frames
of each view are selected into the reordered sequence. In this investigation, it was found
that a direct extension of two view scenario frame interleaving algorithm, as shown in
Figure 1a, to three-view scenario multiview videos would not yield significant coding
gains. This is because the frame referencing and signaling are not simplified by a large
margin, as it would in the case of stereo video, therefore wanting a similar number of bits
to represent them as it would be in MV-HEVC. Hence, a more resolute frame interleaving
design for multiview videos with more than two views is presented in Figure 1b. From
Figure 1b it can be seen that the frame interleaving algorithm’s contour for three view
scenarios in the proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec starts from the center view frame and then
selects the next frame from the left view into the reordered sequence. The multiview view
scenarios’ frame interleaving algorithm in the proposed codec is designed to select two
consecutive center view frames and a pair of two consecutive (which makes it quadruple)
left view or right view frames into the reordered monoscopic sequence. This kind of frame
interleaving in a multiview scenario will allow the reference frame architecture to use
lesser bits to represent the different frames as they become referenced from a center view
frame, which in turn refers to I-frame in the center view. The resulting monocular video
sequence is then encoded using the MV-HEVC codec, which is configured to code a single-
layered video. The proposed codec’s reference frame architecture for frame-interleaved
stereo and multiview videos is explained in the following paragraph. It has been shown
in [21,22] that exploiting inter-view correlations, DPC, delivers higher coding efficiency
than the temporal correlations, hence the standard codecs use intelligent combinations of
disparity and motion compensation to increase the coding efficiency, which adds to the
computation cost of the codec [19]. To further improve the coding efficiency of the codec,
codecs exploit inter-view and temporal redundancies by taking up a group of advanced
coding tools, such as hierarchical B picture (HBP) prediction structure, variable block-size
motion estimation (ME) and disparity estimation (DE). The reference frame architecture
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in MV-HEVC has been combined with signaling for prediction dependencies between
different views. The MV-HEVC uses a multi-loop encoding design to encode frames from
other views, it also uses a layered representation for encoding multi-view videos, this
increases the decoding complexity of the codec since the multi-layered decoding process is
an essential need for prediction prior to encoding a new layer. As a consequence, the video
sequences of individual views cannot be processed independently since they share reference
pictures with other views. The proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec benefits from coding the
reordered multi-view monoscopic video frames. The reference frames architectures for
the frame interleaved stereo and multi-view video codecs are shown in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively. From these figures, it can be seen that in addition to adjustment inter-view and
temporal frames referencing, the proposed reference frame architectures allow cross-frame
referencing (also called as lateral frame referencing), if not, this would be computationally
complex when implemented within the AVC framework (using the standard HEVC).
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The goal of motion/disparity estimation/compensation is to reduce the energy of the
difference block [31]. This is achieved by finding the same scene in either neighboring-
view or the previous frame [32]. In the case of neighboring views, the scene location is a
function of the distance of the cameras from the scene and their inter-camera angles. A
study on the impact of camera separation on the performance of the multi-view video
codecs has shown that, as the angle between the optical reference lines of the cameras,
increases the inter-view motion correlation decreases [33,34]. For the standard test videos,
used in this study, the motion vector search range was set to 96 pixels to mitigate the effect
of the inter-camera angles and camera distances from the scene. The motion/disparity
search area for the proposed codec is set to 96 pixels, so that the HEVC’s advanced and
temporal motion vector prediction toolsets work efficiently for frame interleaved multi-
view monoscopic videos. The standard MV-HEVC video codec’s software is configured
to provide a single-layered HEVC codec operating with AVC capabilities and reduced
transmission overhead. HTM-16.0-MV-Draft 5 software version [35] was used to implement
the proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec. The values assigned to the parameters of the standard
MV-HEVC codec in order to implement the proposed codec are tabulated in Table 1. The
parameter “NumberOfLayer” is set to the value 1 to configure the single layer mode
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of operation of the standard MV-HEVC codec. The parameters “Number OfViewId”,
“OutputLayerSetIdx” and “LayerIdsInAddOutputLayerSet_0” were assigned minimum
values to run the standard codec with the least number of signaling bits in the transmission
overhead. The intra period is set to 24 frames as restricted by the specifications as per the
common test condition document JCT3V-G1100 [35], but the minimum GoP size for the
proposed codec’s design for 2-view and 3-view multi-view video scenarios are set to 8, and
12 frames respectively.
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Table 1. MV-HEVC design parameter for the proposed codec.

Parameters Value

NumberOfLayers 1
NumberOfViewId 1
VpsNumLayerSets 1
OutputLayerSetIdx 0

LayerIdsInAddOutputLayerSet_0 0
GOP Size: 2-view scenario 8
GOP Size: 3-view scenario 12

Intra Period 24
QP 25, 30, 35, 40
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3. Experimental Results and Analysis

The primary goal of the study presented in this paper is to investigate the merits of
a frame interleaved video coding technique over the layered multi-loop approach of MV-
HEVC while coding stereo and multiview videos. The coding performance of the proposed
HEVC-based frame interleaved coding technique is compared with the anchor MV-HEVC
codec, as presented in the JCT3V-G1100 document [34], for 2-view and 3-view scenarios.
To evaluate the coding performance of the proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec, in a 2- view
scenario, views 4-3, 1-3, and 2-4 of “Poznan Street”, “Kendo” and “Newspaper1” standard
multiview video sequences were chosen respectively and coded using the pro- posed codec.
In the case of a 3-view scenario, views 5-4-3, 1-3-5, and 2-4-6 of “Poznan Street”, “Kendo”
and “Newspaper1” standard multiview video sequences were chosen, respectively, and
coded using the proposed HEVC-FISMVC codec. The test video sequences illustrate
different entertainment and interactive applications, with varying scene characteristics,
illumination, and camera distances. The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure is
then used to assess the quality of the decoded frames. The combined PSNR (YUV-PSNR)
weighted sum of the average PSNR per video frames of the individual components (Y
PSNR, U PSNR, and V PSNR) of the decoded stereo and multiview videos, as defined in
Equation (1) [35], were calculated and compared with that of the anchor MV-HEVC codec.

YUVPSNR =
(6.YPSNR + UPSNR + VPSNR)

8
(1)

The PSNR of each video frame component (with 8-bit pixel resolution), is calculated
as shown in Equation (2).

YUVPSNR = −10. log10

[
1

2552.W.H ∑i ∑j

(
Ire f (i, j)− Idec(i, j)

)2
]

(2)

where, Ire f (i, j) and Idec(i, j) represent the corresponding pixel values of the reference
Ire f and decoded Idec video video frame, respectively, while W and H represent width
and height of the video frames, respectively. The experimental results presented in this
paper for anchor MV-HEVC codec were taken from JCT3V-G1100 CTC documentation [34].
Figures 4–6 show the resulting YUV-PSNRs of the proposed and anchor codec for coding
“Poznan Street”, “Kendo” and “Newspaper1” test videos, for two view and three view
scenarios, at Quantization Parameters (QP) 25, 30, 35 and 40, respectively.

The “Poznan Street” dataset is an outdoor video sequences captured under natural
lighting condition. Its videos contain multiple moving objects with a stationary background,
which were recorded by stationary cameras. From Figure 4a, it can be noted that, for 2-view
“Poznan street” scenario, the proposed codec’s video frames on average exhibit 0.74 dB
greater YUV-PSNR than the anchor codec’s video frames between 550 kbps to 3000 kbps
bitrates. From Figure 4b, which shows results for coding the 3-view multiview video
sequences, it is obvious that the proposed code outperforms the standard codec by an
average of 0.52 dB, between 300 kbps and 3400 kbps. The “Kendo” dataset is an indoor
multiview video captured under multiple controlled lighting sources. These videos contain
progressive background changes with a number of fast-moving objects in the foreground.
From Figure 5a, it is clear that the proposed codec gives higher coding performance than
that of the anchor codec for coding 2-view “Kendo” with an average YUV-PSNR of 0.45 dB,
at bitrates 280 kbps to 970 kbps. For coding 3-view “Kendo” multiview test sequences,
the YUV components of the proposed codec’s video frames have an average of 0.51 dB
greater PSNR than that of anchor MV-HEVC codec’s video frames, between 250 kbps and
1250 kbps, as shown in Figure 5b. The “Newspaper1” multiview video is an indoor video
dataset that represents a scene with stationary background and moving objects close to
stationary cameras, where the scene is moderately illuminated by artificial illuminants.
The results for coding the “Newspaper1” 2-view and 3-view multiview video sequences
are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. From these figures, the proposed HEVC-FISMVC
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codec outperforms the anchor MV-HEVC codec by a factor of 0.32 dB average YUV-PSNR,
between 180 kbps and 950 kbps, and 0.45 dB average YUV-PSNR, between 270 kbps and
1580 kbps, for coding 2-view and 3-view video scenario sequences, respectively. To vali-
date and compare the archived objective quality of the proposed single-layered approach
coding schemes for stereo and multiview videos with that of the anchor MV-HEVC codec,
Bjøntegaard delta-PSNR (BD-PSNR) and Bjøntegaard delta-bitrates (BD-rate) of the de-
coded ‘Poznan Street’, ’ Kendo’ and ‘Newspaper1’ stereo and multiview videos are used.
For these calculations, a piece-wise cubic interpolation, introduced in [36,37] for a five
data points-based interpolation polynomial, as recommended in the JCTVC-B055 docu-
ment [38], is used, and the resulting BD-PSNR and BD-Rate are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3
and Tables 4 and 5, respectively. From Tables 2 and 3 it is evident that the proposed codec
delivers superior coding performance in terms of BD-PSNR than the anchor codec for
all Y-, U-, and V-components of the stereo and multiview videos. The average BD-PSNR
Y, BD-PSNR U, and BD-PSNR V performance of the proposed codec for stereo videos is
at 0.225208 dB, 0.048408 dB, and 0.024790 dB respectively higher than that of the anchor
MV-HEVC. Similarly, from Table 3 it can be noted that the proposed codec’s average BD-
PSNR Y, BD-PSNR U, and BD-PSNR V performance for three view scenario multiview
videos with respect to the anchor MV-HEVC is 0.248668 dB 0.041242 dB and 0.164715 dB
higher, respectively.

Table 2. BD-PSNR of the proposed single-layered stereo video codec with respect to the anchor
MV-HEVC codec.

BD-PSNR (dB)

Sequence BD-PSNR Y BD-PSNR U BD-PSNR V

Poznan_Street 0.293725 0.092543 0.035271

Kendo 0.165743 0.015274 0.021561

Newspaper1 0.216158 0.037409 0.017538

Average 0.225208 0.048408 0.024790

Table 3. BD-PSNR of the proposed single layered multiview video codec with respect to the anchor
MV_HEVC codec.

BD-PSNR (dB)

Sequence BD-PSNR Y BD-PSNR U BD-PSNR V

Poznan_Street 0.317251 0.071045 0.032501

Kendo 0.154372 0.015274 0.074198

Newspaper1 0.274381 0.037409 0.058016

Average 0.248668 0.041242 0.164715

Table 4. BD-Rate of the proposed single-layered stereo video codec with respect to the anchor
MV-HEVC codec.

BD-Rate (kbps)

Sequence BD-Rate Y BD-Rate U BD-Rate V

Poznan_Street −3.72356 −0.76472 −0.43817

Kendo −2.17652 −0.84175 −1.15233

Newspaper1 −3.65218 −0.85279 −0.97857

Average −3.184086 −0.819732 −0.856492
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Table 5. BD-Rate of the proposed single-layered multiview video codec with respect to the anchor
MV-HEVC codec.

BD-Rate (kbps)

Sequence BD-Rate Y BD-Rate U BD-Rate V

Poznan_Street −3.013856 −0.943276 −0.06723

Kendo −1.854732 −0.087431 −0.075832

Newspaper1 −2.714531 −0.274352 −0.004951

Average −2.527706 −0.435019 −0.049337
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Tables 4 and 5, shows the achieved Bjøntegaard delta-bitrates (BD-rate) for ‘Poznan
Street’, ‘Kendo’ and ‘Newspaper1′, stereo and multiview videos of the proposed codec with
respect to that of the anchor codec, respectively. From Table 4 it can be seen that the average
BD-Rate Y, BD-Rate U, and BD-Rate V of the proposed codec for stereo videos is at 3.184086
kbps, 0.819732 kbps, and 0.856492 kbps lesser than the anchor MV-HEVC. Table 5 shows
the BD-Rate Y, BD-Rate U and BD-Rate V of the proposed codec for multiview videos,
which are on an average 2.527706 kbps, 0.435019 kbps and 0.049337 kbps lesser than that of
anchor MV-HEVC for the same three view scenario multiview videos.
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To enable readers to compare the achieved visual quality of the proposed codec with
that of the anchor, frame 16 of the proposed and anchor MV-HEVC codec, from coding
Kendo 3-view scenario multiview videos, were selected and are shown in Figure 7a,b,
respectively. The snippets of the highlighted areas of the two methods’ video frames are
included in Figure 8a–c.

From Figure 7 it can be seen that the anchor codec’s video frames exhibit noticeable
levels of blocking artefacts and blurred edges in the background and moving objects, better-
retained details are noticeable in kendo artist’s mask and the mask’s grill in Figure 8a, edges
of the girl’s head and facial details are more obvious in Figure 8b and better edge details in
moving object, such as the bamboo kendo in Figure 8c. From these figures, it is evident that
the proposed codec’s decoded video frames exhibit generally higher visual quality with
lesser blocking artefacts and well-retained details than that of MV-HEVC video frame, for
the same bitrates.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper an HEVC-based frame interleaved video coding technique, for coding
stereo and multiview videos was presented. The proposed HEVC-based Frame Interleaved
Stereo and Multiview video codec uses a single layered approach to encode frame inter-
leaved multiview videos for two and three view scenarios. The proposed codec exploits
correlations across views more efficiently than the anchor MV-HEVC codec, resulting
in higher coding gains. The coding performance of the proposed codec was compared
with that of the standard MV-HEVC video codec using three standard multiview video
sequences at different QPs. The experimental results for both two view and three view
scenarios have shown that the proposed codec outperforms the anchor MV-HEVC codec.
In addition, the encoded single layer video bit stream mitigates the drawback of accessing
multi-layer video frames, enabling fast video streaming across different views.
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